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A SAFE SPACE FOR STUDENTS TO START
WORKING TOWARDS THEIR DREAMS AND
SHOWCASE THEIR SUCCESS JOURNEY

K-12 
EDUCATIOM



EXTEND YOUR INFLUENCE BEYOND THE
CLASSROOM

NURTURE THE CREATIVITY AND
DEVELOPMENT OF YOUR
STUDENTS IN A SAFE SPACE AS
THEY START FOLLOWING THEIR
DREAMS AND SHOWCASING
THEIR SUCCESS JOURNEY.
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ADAPT AS AN EDUCATION INSITUTION
 

IMPROVE STUDENT EMPLOYABILITY ENGAGE PROSPECTIVE STUDENTS

IMPROVE THE STUDENT EXPERIENCE

IMPROVE ORGANIC BRAND REACH TRACK DATA

By having your students showcase their
journey, recruiters will have a comprehensive
background on those students to make a
quick and informed hire decision. With Rich
Dreams, recruiters will be able to quickly get
to the best-qualified candidate as using
individual journeys to select the best
candidate makes it easier to assess your
student's technical, interpersonal, and other
skills necessary for the job.

Having your own platform where prospective
students can see your current students
showcasing their success journey, will help
you to cultivate a deeper relationship with
those prospects. Engaging prospective
students before they set foot on campus will
make them feel really connected to the
campus life at your institution. By the time
they get to campus, they will feel a part of it. 
 This will help your institution to recruit more
efficiently and effectively.

Start crafting a new strategy for your
institution to speed and enhance
engagement with students. Helping your
students to start following their dreams and
showcasing their success journey at your
institution will achieve just that. We provide
the solution to help bring your institution
closer to achieving its vision.

Cut down on costly marketing expenses by
allowing your students to tell the story of
your institution. Having your students
showcasing their success journey will make
them your brand ambassador as the more
students are showcasing their success
journey, the more organic brand reach your
institution will receive. 

Adapting a seamless digital solution for your
digital native students will create an inclusive
and safe space for them to start showcasing
their success journey towards their dreams
with their peers and build connections. They
will be able to track each other’s success
journey, keep them accountable, and work
towards achieving their dreams at your
institution together.

With Rich Dreams, you can tell a data-driven
story of your students' success journey
during the duration of their studies. This will
help your educational institution to visualise
the engagement data with configurable
reports and demographics. Further, not only
will it be beneficial to keep track of the data
for student support, but it will also help with
operational metrics and KPIs.



 

Your students will remember

your institution for the dash

placed between the year

they joined to the year they

graduate. That dash

represents their success 

journey at your

institution. Make sure

you give them an

opportunity to

showcase 

their dash. 
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SHOWCASE THE STUDENT SUCCESS
JOURNEY.



As an Education Subscriber, you will receive the following
features
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Website Apps

Moderation

SecurityTrack Data

Payments

We will set up a fully-integrated

private Rich Dreams website for

you to help your students to

showcase their success journey.

You will have on-the-go access to

your private Rich Dreams platform

through our apps.

Maintain the security of your

students and reputation of your

Rich Dreams platform through the

moderator controls.

Protect the security of your

dreamers through our robust

security features.

With Rich Dreams, you can tell a

data-driven story of your students''

success journey which you can use

to measure operational metrics

and KPIs.

Set up simple, seamless payment

integration with Stripe and PayPal.

EDUCATION SUBSCRIBER FEATURES

Email White Label
Through our email notifications,

you will be able to send

professional emails to help you

achieve better results for your Rich

Dreams platform.

You have the opportunity to white-

label the Rich Dreams platform to

suit your organisation.
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Tailored Profiles Multimedia Formats

Build Connections
 

Activity FeedMessages 
 

Clubs and Groups

Students can create a fully

tailored and customizable profile,

outlining relevant details including

what they are working to achieve

at your institution.

Your students will be able to

showcase their success journey

through multimedia formats

including videos, photos, posts,

blogs, and music.

Students can build connection

with their peers on campus and

interact with them towards

achieving their dreams. They will

further be able to interact with

recruiters and those outside of

your institutions. E.g., prospective

students.

Your students will be able to

interact with posts by their

connections, clubs, groups, and

recruiters on their activity feed.

Students can message those in

their connection to better nurture

their relationship and respond to

opportunities.

Students are able to create,

register and manage student clubs

and groups. Permissions are able

to be set on who can manage

those clubs and groups.

STUDENT FEATURES

Reflection Journal Security
Students can track their thoughts

and ideas and reflect in their

reflection journals.

Students can have peace of mind

by protecting their safety through

our robust security features.

Students will have access to the following features on your Rich
Dreams platform



WE ARE
COMMITTED TO
YOU
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SAFETY
We take care of your safety
and protect your students
from harm so they can
have the peace of mind to
showcase their success
journey.

INCLUSIVITY

OPPORTUNITY

TRUST

We work hard to ensure
you are confident and can
rely on our service.

By leveling the playing
field, no dream will be too
big for students from every
background.

We pride ourselves on
making your students feel
comfortable in being
themselves and expressing
all aspects of their identity

Rich Dreams works
with you to provide
powerful solutions to
help your institution
achieve its vision.



Let us work with you to help the dreams of your students to take
them to the corners of their smile, to the highest of their hopes, to
the windows of their opportunities, and to the most special places
their heart has ever been. 

LET US WORK WITH YOU
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richdreams.co


